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Metro Outlook is a comprehensive set of social, economic and environmental indicators used
to measure the progress of the Kansas City metropolitan area, which is uniquely situated near
the geographic center of the continental United States. Metro Outlook defines metropolitan
progress, not by increases in its size or economic output, but the degree to which quality of
life is improving for all its residents and the ability to continue this improvement forever
into the future. A universal problem in indicator construction is identifying which indicators
are the "right" ones. While most efforts use a highly democratic process to remove the
potential for bias, the result is often a set of indicators where the relationships between them
are unclear. Instead, Metro Outlook creates a conceptual model of how the social, the
economic and the natural systems interact to produce a region’s overall quality of life. This
model then guides indicator selection as well as providing a framework for interpretation.
Moreover, by showing how things are connected, Metro Outlook helps analysts uncover
policies with highest impact for the least cost. The presentation will discuss the Metro
Outlook model, how Metro Outlook has evolved over time and plans for improving the next
version.
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